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Trapezoid Blinds and Shades

  Motorized Trapezoid Blinds http://blindvideos.com/

  Trapezoid Blinds: Opens and Closes. Raises and Lowers.
  Trapezoid blinds and shades from HomeDec Window Fashions are 
  available for virtually any size or shape of trapezoid window. All trapezoid 
  blinds and shades are fully operable. Our exclusive trapezoid blind operation 
  is designed to raise and lower on even the steepest and most challenging of 
  trapezoid windows.

  Trapezoid window blinds and shades from HomeDec Window Fashions 
  open and close to provide protection from the sun when needed, and a wide-
  open view when desired. Our trapezoid blinds and shades feature patented 
  and exclusive designs which are not available from any other manufacture.

  Our selection includes fully moveable blinds for even the most challenging 
  shapes of trapezoid windows.

  Trapezoid Blinds: Fully Moveable, Fully Operable
  Exclusive Trapezoid Blind Features. Trapezoid blinds from HomeDec 
  Window Fashions feature industry exclusive design, function and operation. 
  Each trapezoid blind is designed to open and close on all shapes of trapezoid
  windows.

  Exclusive Trapezoid Blind Operation. Trapezoid window blinds extend 
  down from the top of the trapezoid window when in use, and compress to the 
  top of the trapezoid when a wide-open view through the window is desired. All 
  trapezoid blinds from HomeDec Window Fashions raise and lower fully on 
  all shapes of trapezoid windows. All trapezoid blinds are fully moveable.



  Motorized Trapezoid Blind Operation. Battery powered motorization with a 
  remote control is the standard option for motorized trapezoid blinds. Plug-in 
  transformers, AC motorization, smart home and smart phone controlled and 
  electric remote control motorized trapezoid blinds are available. All motorized 
  and electric trapezoid blinds are fully moveable and open and close at the 
  touch of a button.

                     

  Manual Trapezoid Blinds and Shades.     HomeDec Window Fashions 
  manual trapezoid blinds will raise and lower with draw cords and are secured 
  using a cord cleat.

  Any Size. Any Shape. If you’ve heard that a trapezoid window blind is not 
  available for your trapezoid window shape, you have found the right place. 
  Our exclusive offering of trapezoid blinds are available for virtually any size or 
  any shape of trapezoid window. All trapezoid blinds raise and lower and are 
  fully operable.

  Trapezoid Window Blind Materials, Colors & Styles. Trapezoid blinds are 
  fabricated with honeycomb and cellular materials. These materials allow for 
  full operation on a trapezoid blind and offer a wide range of styles and colors. 
  Light and sun control options range from translucent, to semi-opaque, to 
  blackout (or light dimming).

  Made in the USA.  Call John Huber at HomeDec Window Fashions for an 
  in- home or in-office consultation.  (574) 293-8614  
  To view trapezoid, arched and other styles of windows in operation, go to 

http://blindvideos.com/


